Through our strong global partnerships and alliances with manufacturers such as Axis, we are able to present you with the following offering to meet your specific data centre requirements.

**Axis Data Centre Perimeter Defence Network Cameras**
The first data centre physical security layer—perimeter defence—controls authorised and unauthorised access to the data centre’s property. Axis has a complete line of PTZ dome, fixed dome and fixed thermal network cameras to address your data centre’s outdoor security needs.

**CHALLENGE SOLVERS**
- **Challenging landscape and lighting conditions**
  - Thermal cameras are excellent for detecting people, objects and incidents from complete darkness to sunlit and other challenging conditions.
  - Axis cameras with Lightfinder technology can maintain image colour quality in dark conditions.
- **Controlling authorised and unauthorised access**
  - Advanced motion detection can integrate with the camera’s internal event manager, enabling various system notifications and providing a proactive security response.
  - Audio detection alarms can compliment video motion detection by reacting to events that are too dark for the video motion detection functionality to work properly and detect activity in areas outside the camera’s view.
- **Unattended perimeter weak points**
  - Axis Cross Line Detection spots moving objects that cross a virtual line, making it possible to automatically trigger an event.
  - Panoramic and high-resolution cameras capture activity in large areas.

**THE ANIXTER APPROACH**
Six Layers of Physical Security – The Axis solutions on this brief focus on Layer 1:
- **Perimeter defence**
  - Establish a physical boundary at the property edge to deter external threats.

**THE AXIS SOLUTION**

- **PTZ DOME NETWORK CAMERAS**
  - AXIS Q6055-E

- **FIXED DOME NETWORK CAMERAS**
  - AXIS Q3505-VE Mk II

- **FIXED THERMAL NETWORK CAMERAS**
  - AXIS Q1942-E series cameras

[anixter.com/shopaxis/apac](anixter.com/shopaxis/apac)
Infrastructure as a Platform by Anixter provides a practical, configurable and integrated approach to deploying physical security infrastructure into your data centre environment.

**PERIMETER DEFENCE NETWORK CAMERA FEATURES**

- **PTZ DOME NETWORK CAMERAS**
  - HDTV 1080p, 32x optical zoom
  - IK10 vandal-resistant
  - Arctic Temperature Control
  - Axis’ Zipstream technology

- **FIXED DOME NETWORK CAMERAS**
  - 50/60 fps in HDTV 1080p
  - IK10+ vandal-resistant
  - Broad range of temperature, -50 °C to 60 °C
  - Enhanced Lightfinder and WDR - Forensic Capture

- **FIXED THERMAL NETWORK CAMERAS**
  - Thermal resolution of 640x480
  - IK10+ vandal-resistant
  - Intelligent video applications
    - Video motion detection
    - Cross line detection
    - Shock detection
    - Audio detection
  - Electronic Image Stabilisation — useful for windy conditions
  - Axis’ Zipstream technology

**CONFIGURE**

We help you discover and map your specific needs to the best solution.
- Resolution
- Frame rate
- Range of motion
- System integration

**BUNDLE**

Your validated, preconfigured solutions are packaged and site ready.
- Video management software
- PoE midspan and splitters
- Media converters
- Video surveillance control board

**DEPLOY**

Controlled, repeatable solutions are delivered on time and under budget.
- Custom packaging and labelling
- Time-sensitive delivery options
- Staged project shipping
- Tailored last-mile delivery

For more details visit Anixter.com/shopaxis/apac

At Anixter, we enable the connected world. By building, connecting, protecting and powering valuable assets and critical infrastructures, we help to sustain and grow businesses and communities worldwide. We accomplish this by offering full-line solutions, technical intelligence, supply chain expertise and an unmatched global distribution network.